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百leproduction of 236pu by the reaction 238U位湖沼街地J二→236pu田ingthe Abo AkadenlI 103 cm A VF 

cyclo仕on似GC-20)w:出回汀iedout. PlutollIum of nanogramm quantities was isolated from也eirradiated 

natural uranium target with a chemical method including two s叩arationsteps: anion exch組 gewith 

DOWEXl res泊 andex回 ctionchromatography wi仕1TRU-Sp田 resin.回出 d田ontanlInationplutonium 

from uranium， n叩tuniumand :fission products was achieved. 
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1. Introduction 

百lealpha-emi蜘 23ヤU (T1I2= 2.858 yl}) is mainly used 
邸 atracぽ伽 the∞ntrolof 238，239，24upu re1開 sedinto社le

environment from the nuclear fuel cycle. 236Pu is not formed 

in the nuclear fuel cycle in the signi:fi伺ntamount and it h剖

suitable decay characteristics such as也eenぽ gyof alpha 

emission， about 5.77 MeV， that is悶阻tiallyhigher社mnfor 
any usual fuel pluぬniumisotop田.

Production of236pu has been earlier carried out mainly by 
m伺 nsof白ereaction 2-6): 

238U(p，3げ吋p~236p民

where 236明 pis the short-lived isomぽic蜘 teof 23~p with 
Tlf2= 22.5 h1). 

百世sreaction is one of the most productive atせleproton 
閲 ergylowlぽ than30 MeV2劫.However， in addition to吐le

mentiofli巴dr切 ction，another reaction occurs simull臨時ously

producing an admixture Of238Pu: 

お8U(p，n)238Np~二-+238Pu， 

where 238Np decaysω238Pu with T1I2= 2.117 d 1). 

It is v'町rimpぽ旬nt仕mtthe produced 236pu∞ntains 

minimum釦lOuntsof other plutollIum isotopes formed in the 
nuc1回rfuel cycle such田 238Pu.官1ぽ他民社legoal of the 

prぉootwork has been the production of 23ヤuwith由e

op血lal∞mbinationof amount and radionuclide purity of 
23ヤu.In orderωachieve this goal， it is n配 essaryto use an 

e伍.ciootchemical separation method for the puri五回tionof 
23ヤu企omuranium， n叩旬凶班nand :fission products. 
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11. Experimen脂I

1. Irradiation of uranium旬 時et

百1euranium target was a 0.17 mm thick natural uranium 

foil having the weigl】tof 460 mg..百1euranium target was 
irradiat，吋with白eexternal beam of the Abo Akademi 103 cm 

A VF cyclotron (MGC-20). The irradiation was回rriedout 

wi註118.5MeV protons at an int四 sityofa加ut4μAfor2h. 
A食er仕1e∞olingtime of one day也eirradiated匂rgetwas 

transported frωnA加Ak:副館lIUniversityラ inTurku ω 

D叩ar岡田tof Chemi蹴y，La加atoryof Radi∞hemis佐yin
Helsinki for chemical separation of plutomum from uraniumラ

nepぬniumand :fission productsσP).百letime of仕le

chemi叩 1separation was chosen as 4 days after血eood of 
bombardmoot so that maximum釦lOuntof 23ヤuwith 

minimum one Of238Pu was obtainedの.

2. Chel凶calseparations 

Uranium target was dissolved in 4 ml of∞n悶 ltrated
ni凶c acid under heating. Then the solution was 

evaporated to dryness. 
百lechemical separation of plutonium企omthe註radiated

uranium旬rgetinclud吋阿opr∞ed町田:anion exchange with 

DOWEX 1 resin and ex仕actionchromatography with TRU-

Sp民.res註1.

(1) Anion-e玄changeseparation. 

The anion.‘exchange column was剖ledwith the resin 

DOWEX lx8 100 -200 mesh， NO; form. Dimensions of 

the glass column were 9 cm length by 1.2αn diameter 
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(企eecohunn volumeラ FCV，6.7 cm3). The anion exchange 
column was conditioned with 5 FCV of 7.2 M HN03. The 
scheme of枇制onexchange pr∞edure includ吋由e

following steps (Fig. 1): 
(吋 Dissolutionofthe dry residue in 5 ml of7.2 M 日-T03・

(均Adjustmentof plutonium加 te甘かvalencestate: 

• Adding 0.1 ml of ~ 50% N2t-4.回-T03into the solution. 

" Heating the sample solution at 95 -98 Oc on a hot 

plate until the complete decomposition ofNzH4・HN03・
'" Heating again the sample solution for 5 minutes. 

(c) Loading the sample solution into the column. 
(d) Rinsing the ∞lumn with 15 FVC of 7.2 M 問1T03to 

remove uraniumラ neptuniumand fission products. 

Dissolution of the target 

in∞ncentrated HN03 

UラNp，PuandFP 

Evaporation and dissolution 

in7-8Mf丑'f03

7.2 MHN03; N2H4'fむ..r03;

at 95 ・ 98 0C ゐ>f ~0.5h

U(V乃，Np(民 V，VI)，Pu(IV) 

7.2M 町、J03

7.2 M HN03 + 0.3 M oxalic acid 

6MHCI 

(Fig.2) 

Fig. 1 Scheme of anion-exchange separation. 

(e) Rinsing the column with 4.5 FVC of 7.2 M 削 03+
0.3 M H2C204 to remove zirconium and cerium. 

(f) Rinsing the ∞lumn with 4.5 FVC of 6 M HCl to 
remove thorium. 

(g) Desorbing plutonium with 7.5 FVC of 0.4 M HCl + 

0.1 MN2t-4却Cl(plutonium fraction). 
Because the plutonium fraction contained about 90% of 
the total amount of neptunium an additional purification 

of plutonium from neptunium was necessary. 

(2) Exfraction chromatography separation. 

百lee蛾 actiα1chromatography column was filled with 
TRU前 Specresin.百leex甘actionchromatography pr∞edure 
was carried out mainly according to the scheme d邸 cribed
in the work of Horwitz et al.7). The bed height of the 
column was 5 cm and i.d. 7.6 mm (2.26 cm3 bed volume， 
FCV 1.6 cm3).百le官位actionchromatography column was 
conditioned with 5 FCV of 2 M 1卦J03・Thesch四 leofthe 
extraction chromatography prl∞吋ure cαlsisted of the 

ゐ1l0w也gsteps (Fig. 2): 
(a) The plutonium 企action 企omthe anion-exchange 

separation was evaporated to合yness.
(b) Treating the dry residue with concentrated HN03 to 

destroy hydrazine chloride and evaporating again. 
(c) Dissolution of the dry residue with 3 ml of 2 M HN03・
(d)Adjus肱lentofPu and Np in tetra-valen田 state:

" Adding 0.5 ml of 1M fe汀oussulfaminate solution. 

'" Adding dropwise 0.8 M ascorbic acid until也eblue colour 
doesnot appear anymore. 

'" Adding 50 mg of sodium nitrite. 
(e) Loading the sample soIution into the column. 
(f)回nsingthe column wi也 20mlof 2M悶 03to 

remove rest of fission and activation products. 
(g) Rinsing the column with 3.4 ml of 9 M HCl to convert 

the column to the chloride form. 。1)Elution of lanthanid邸 (Ln)and some fission products 
(so-caIled americium fraction) with 20 ml of 4 M HCl. 

(i) Elution of plutonium企actionswith 20 ml of 4 M HCl 

+ 0.1 Mhydroquinone. 
G) Elution of nep加niumfractions wi白 20ml of 1.0 M 

HCl + 0.03 M oxalic acid. 

3. Gamma and alpha measurements 

百leactiviti田 of237U， 236明pラ 238Npand 23'Np were 

de'加古血edfrom the spec釘am拍 suredwith a HPGe-detector 
in the Laboratory of Radi∞h四 u位 y.Enぽgyresolution was 
1.8 keV at 1332 keV. These甲配trawere analyzed by the 
SAMPO 90 computer programめ.

Alpha-spectrometry samples were made by 
仕組sferringdrops of solution on stainless steel plate and 

then heated to合yness.百1ealpha sp即位umwas m回sured

with a surfac的相iersili∞ill det田 tor(Fig. 3) with a sensitive 
ar伺 of300 mm2 and an energy resolution of 25 keV at 
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5767 keV. Total alpha activity w出 m国 suredwith a li，中id
scintillation∞ooter. 

Evaporation and dissolution in 
concentrated f丑¥f03
Pu， Np; U， FP位aces

Evaporation and dissolution 
in 3 ml of 2 M I-卦~03

0.5 ml of1 MF巴(助-sul白mInate，
0.8Mas∞rbic acid; 

50 mg of sodium nitrite 
Np(IV)， Pu(IV) 

2M 回、J03

9MHCl 

4MHCl 

4MHCl+ 
0.1 M hydmquinone 

Fig. 2 Scheme of the exiraction圃chromatographyseparation. 

ill. Results and Discussion 

It is known plutonium阻 dnep加凶Ulllare characterized 

for a ∞mplex chemical behavior in aqu田 ussolution， 
especially in仕lecase of the trace amounts. In order to obtain 
也eirquantitative s叩arationand good purification it is VI句 F

important to stabilize the valences of社leseel田 1四 tsthrough
出echemical procedure. It is also known that也edistribution 
coefficient for Pu(I¥つ泊 amon圃 exchange resin in 

7 -8Mni仕icacid is ~ 3・103ラ forNp(IV) ~ 2・103and for 

UれT()~ 8.百lerefore.ラ itwas desired to stabilize plutonium in 
valence坑atePu(IV) before白estart of the anion-exchange 

separation to lllake the best∞onditions for血eremoval of 
uranium組 dfission products without losing plutonium.百le
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sぬb出zationof plutonium in the valence state Pu(IV) was 
carried out using hydrazine唱 i仕ateunder heating. During 

the decomposition ofN2~'I畳~03 plutonium tums into the 
valence state Pu(III). After the complete decomposition of 
hydrazine nitrate (the bubbles stop to arise) the nitric acid 

ωms Pu(III) very quickly and wholly into Pu(IV). The 
neptunium does not stabilize in one valence state and 

occurs as Np(IV，V，V1). The valence states Np(V，VI) were 
removed by washing the column with 7.2 M 1卦J03・
百levalence state Np(IV) remained in the column was 

desorbed with 0.4 M HCl + 0.1 M N2~・2HCl together 
with plutonium. In the anion陣 exchangepro∞dure血eyield 
and activity Of236Pu were 98 %阻d20 kBq， respectively.百le
236Pu solution contained 92 % of the initiaI amount of 

neptunium which was determined with photopeaks of 
238Np. Because 238Np is the mother nucleus of 238Pu阻

additional purification of plutonium企Olllneptunium was 
necessary. 

The extraction chromatography with TRU-Spec. resin 
was chosen to isolate plutoniulll from neptunium. The 
ex仕actionchromatography procedure was carried out mainly 
according to the scheme desαibed in the work of Horwitz 
et az.7). The yield of plutonium after the extraction 
chromatography was 98 %. The purification factor of 
plutonium from neptunium was more th組 104.百leyield 
and purification factor obtained in the present work were 
essentially better than those obtained by using the di・2-
ethyl-hexyl~phosphoric-acid chromatography column6) 

(84% and 200ラ respectively).In the present work the 
purification factor of plutonium企omuranium was more 
than 1500. 

百leactivity of 236Pu w:邸 19.5kBq. Alpha spectrum of 

the stock solution sample is presented in Fig. 3. The 
con仕ibutionof 238Pu activity was 2.4% of the 236Pu 

activity. 
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Fig. 3 Alpha-spectrum of th巴 samplemade企omthe stock 
solution of236pU. 

Other alpha-peaks were not observed in the spectrum 
Photopeaks of 237U， 236明 p，238Np and 23~p were not 

observed in the gamma・spectrumofthe stock solution. 
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